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Abstract—The number of distance learning degrees has increased dramatically over the last decade. Yet, despite this
increase, teaching computer security subjects for online students remains challenging. Online classes often need a special
infrastructure such as devices with specific tools, or hardware
requirements. It is also a challenge to design a course that is
pedagogically sound, engaging and fun for students who may
come from a wide spectrum of educational backgrounds. The
quality of the education delivered also differs from one institution
to another. To provide a sense of accreditation and regulation, the
National Cyber-security Centre, which is a part of Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) in the United Kingdom
(UK) has certified only two online (i.e. distance learning) cybersecurity MSc degrees in the country.
This paper presents an innovative way of designing capstone
projects (i.e. case studies) along with the impact of it on
retention, completion, and success rates in a world-class distance
learning degree at the University of Liverpool (UoL) over the
last ten years. The Chartered Institute for IT (i.e. BSC) is the
accreditation body of the degree program studied in this research
1
.
Index Terms—Distance Learning, Online Students, pedagogical, Teaching Cyber-security, Capstone Projects, case study-based
projects, Student Satisfaction, peer assessment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of the Internet and the enormously
connected devices come security concerns. Security attacks
are inevitable and their widespread and severity reveal, with no
doubts, the growing need for computer security professionals
who can defend against such attacks [1], [2]. A study in 2017
by the Center for Cyber Safety and Education (ISC) suggests
the need for about 1.5 million computer security professional
to augment the gap in the market [3]. The lack of young
people entering the profession is one of the main factors
contributing to this shortage [1]. Universities, world-wide,
have responded to the lack of computer security professionals
and introduced cyber-security majors with many universities
1 https://www.bcs.org/
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in the UK offering such a degree either at the undergraduate
or the postgraduate level. However, as highlighted by Hentea
and Dhillon (2006), “universities often fail to provide their
graduates with skills demanded by employers” [4]. A reason
for that is the quality of those degrees/programs, especially
those offered in a purely online environment (i.e distance
learning) [5]. There are quite few certified undergraduate
and postgraduate degrees in cyber-security that are offered to
online learners who can not physically attend a university.
There are only two online (i.e. distance learning) cybersecurity MSc degrees in the UK fully certified by the National Cyber-security Centre, which is a part of Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). It is worth noting that
distance learning is instrumental in increasing the number of
computer security professionals especially from those areas
where face-to-face classes are challenging or not possible [6],
[7]).
The variety of pedagogical models used in distance learning
and the different policies of universities make it hard on students to choose and hard on the research community to compare those degree programs unless the teaching practices at
those universities are published. For that reason, this reflective
paper describes a world-class distance learning degree taught
at the UoL during the last ten years as experienced by the first
author as teaching staff. The paper discusses reflections on an
innovative way of designing case study projects for online
students studying cyber-security courses. The innovative way
combines the advantages of peer assessment and capstone
projects.
II. L ITERATURE S URVEY
One of the major challenges in teaching cyber-security
courses online is how to evaluate the student’s mastery of
both concepts and tools used in, for example, protecting digital
assets. A small capstone project at the end of the course
could be used for such a purpose where students are to work

on a case study in groups or individually. Capstone projects
in cyber-security pave the way to integrate the theories with
the practices of cyber-security professionals and are used as
a final component in many courses and degree programs.
Industrial organisations and employers continue to recommend
the utilisation of team-based projects as a means to assure
graduate’s quality and competitiveness in, for example, the
software development industry [8]. Capstone projects enable
the students to build a wide range of soft skills such as project
management, teamwork, presentation, and communication [9],
[10] where project-based learning is instrumental. A capstone
project is usually a practical or research activity (i.e. project)
that requires the final year students to plan, implement,
and evaluate a solution to a specific problem (i.e. this our
case a cyber-security problem). In many organisations, small
capstone projects are designed per course for those students
towards their graduation. Capstone projects have proven to
be of good value for online degrees [11]. Online platforms
such as Backboard and Moodle offer various tools to address
the problem of social and academic isolation experienced by
students in traditional one-on-one supervision [12]. In general,
project-based learning is effective in distance-learning environments although curriculum might need to be changed to allow
longer project’s period [13]. Group projects are a fundamental
instrument in teaching cyber-security courses and they are
quite challenging when it comes to online environments due to
many reasons such as dispersed geographical locations of the
students [14], cultural perception of collaboration, academic
integrity promotion and enforcement, project assessment especially for the required soft-skills, and infrastructure [15].
Not to mention the wide-spectrum of cyber-security projects
that could be facilitated such as low-level programming activities, access control policy development, and digital forensics
investigation. Group work in online education promotes higher
student perceived learning than individual hands-on work [16]
Harnessing the cloud for teaching cyber-security is on the
rise. Services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) are used
to facilitate the practical experience for online students [17].
Such services are used to build virtual labs allowing the
students to attempt the practical part of cyber-security courses
economically. Economically in the sense that an AWS instance
could be configured and tested along with all the software tools
required then the configuration is easily copied as many instances as the student’s number. Cloud-based labs ”can satisfy
and alleviate most (if not all) of the requirements and problems
introduced by classical lab settings” [18]. Most of the work in
[15], [19]–[27] address the problem of how to set up virtual
cyber-security labs that facilitate the practical cyber-security
experiments. The main objectives of such models proposed
by these authors are the platform or the tool itself, not how
they are used to create cyber-security projects or used hands-on
within education institutions. In other words, they focus on the
technical design of the virtual laboratory overlooking things
such as how to measure the intended learning objectives of a
course using capstone projects. Unlike the work mentioned
before, [16] puts the proposal of a new virtual computing

laboratory in context to foster collaborative information security learning. The work uses a specially-designed virtual
computer laboratory to asses its effect on student’s learning
and attitudes concerning laboratory assignments using group’s
and individual’s work. The work reports on the Usefulness,
Interaction, Competency, Interest, Reflection, and Challenge
factors from a student perspective, not from a pedagogical
perspective. For example, how academic integrity is enforced
in such a virtual laboratory is missing. EDURange framework
falls under the same research trend (i.e. using the cloud
to teach cyber-security) [28]. The interesting aspect of this
research is the design of the scenarios (i.e. activities, projects,
or assignments) that are used to evaluate the framework. The
main design objective here is that those scenarios, as supported
by EDURange, are re-configurable; thus they can be deployed
in multiple classes reducing the possibility of answers-copying
(i.e. plagiarism) or easy to Google as said by the authors. The
idea of a re-configurable exercise is interesting although, as
highlighted by the authors, many exercises can not be easily
modified! Unlike the re-configurable exercises in EDURange,
the work in [29] reports on capstone projects for K-12 students
including some activities on a vulnerable web server. Such
activities are static and solutions for those vulnerable web
servers could be easily found online such as that of WebGoat
2
.
Case study-based cyber-security teaching is around for quite
some time now and has been recommended for both instructors
and students for effective teaching and learning [30]. Proposing a case study starts with a case learning objectives set
that defines what to expect from the students. Then a case
description is provided to the students to give the necessary
background as well as the activities that took place in the
case study. Finally, the resources needed to work on the case
study needs to be provided. Consider an example of a digital
forensics investigation case study; the objectives set needs to
list what expect from the investigation (i.e. Identification of the
pieces of evidence, maintaining a valid chain of custody). The
case description provides the background of the case, such as
the context in which the case study took place and the suspect’s
known activities. A disk image that is seized from a suspect’s
machine could be the resource provided to the students to
start the investigation process. Such case studies could be
used in capstone projects as well. The main concern in such
case studies is the static nature of the study and the ability to
simply Google an answer. One of the ideas to overcome those
static case studies is to involve industrial partners [14], [31].
Our experience in using industrial partners is diverse. Industry
partners’ engagement and collaboration are fundamental to the
success of those projects/case studies. However, when using
industrial partners, it could often come with time constraints
due to tight time schedules and proximity to the teaching
facilities [32].
Meeting the deadline for summative assignment feedback
2 https://github.com/WebGoat/WebGoat/wiki/(Almost)-Fully-DocumentedSolution-(en) accessed 06.04.2020

is challenging in online education. Many factors contribute to
this crucial element of teaching online such as limited time,
number of students, number of teaching staff for a module,
and the experience of the teaching staff. It is challenging
to imagine a group project for a class of 8 groups that is
due in three days. For such a reason, peer assessment is
used in online education. Peer assessment is considered as a
common strategy for evaluating open assignments, increasing
learners’ engagement with the educational content and/or for
breaking the social isolation some learners might feel during
their learning journey. Peer assessment refers to the process
wherein students evaluate the quality of other students’ learning outcomes [33]. A growing body of research underlines
the value of peer assessment for the learning process and the
benefits it offers [34]. The use of peer assessment strategies
can foster community development, give students a chance to
learn through critiquing other learners’ work [35], improve
their motivation and engagement [36], [37], and promote the
learning process [38]. It encourages critical thinking [39]
and the implementation of higher-order cognitive skills [33],
[40]. Acquiring these skills can help improve students’ understanding of the scientific topic and provide them with the
opportunity to reflect on and improve their work. Despite
the great potential that peer assessment can offer learners,
there have been some studies showing some concerns around
this process as well, if not done correctly. It can be timeconsuming, not taken seriously by some students and whether
students can evaluate each other work’s reliability and assign
valid grades [34]. It was found in [41] that peer graders are
significantly harsher than instructor graders. The differences
between peer and instructor grades can be explained by some
students’ lack of experience or excessive competitiveness [34],
[42]. Most of those concerns can potentially be addressed by
online instructors preparing clearly defined and effective grading rubrics for their courses. The rubrics explicit specification
of target performance criteria and division of a large task into
smaller sub-tasks will provide helpful scaffolding to novice
evaluators [34]–[36]. For example, [36] examined the value of
using a guided rubric on enhancing students’ ability to provide
quality feedback and producing more reliable assessments
of their fellow students’ work in a MOOC writing course.
Although results were mixed, on average students who were
provided with no rubric guidance in scoring writing samples
were less likely to successfully differentiate between novice,
intermediate, and advanced writing samples compared with
those students who received rubric guidance. Rubric guidance
was most beneficial for items “that were subjective, technically
complex, and likely to be unfamiliar to the student. Items
addressing relatively simple and objective constructs were less
likely to be improved by rubric guidance” [36].
Reflective practices in education have been commonplace
for some time now and are a significant part of the learning
cycle [43]. Reflective analysis as an activity in distance learning has proven to be an effective and important teaching and
learning tool (i.e. [44]–[48]). Reflection is a crucial mental
activity that enables academics to engage in a meaningful

way with the academic practices they employ [49]. The
hermeneutic perspective of Van Manen (1977) is followed in
this paper to cover technical, and practical reflections [50] to
improve the quality of distance learning modules, particularly
the cyber-security ones. The reflection methodology applied
in this paper utilises four types of data: the students’ feedback
(i.e. responses to the end of the module satisfaction survey),
self-generated feedback from the authors while teaching the
cyber-security modules, feedback from course moderators, and
feedback from the program director. As highlighted by Karsten
et. al (2019), “For [the] formative purpose[s], such as improvement of courses over time, it is generally considered best
practice to follow this method [i.e. reflective analysis] instead
of using quantitative tools, such as students’ questionnaires,
which are better at assessing individual teacher performance
than improving course quality over time” [31].
III. D ISTANCE L EARNING M ODEL : BACKGROUND ,
P RACTICES AND P OLICIES
The distance learning degree program at the UoL started
in April 2000 as a partnership with K.I.T. eLearning that
is a private entity that specialised in online education. This
organisation has since sold the business to Laureate Online
Education (LOE) that is a world-class education organisation
focusing on online education. The program started back in
2000 without cyber-security degrees that started in 2014 with
two degrees (i.e MSc in Computer and Information Security
and MSc in Computer Security). In this paper, the focus is on
the cyber-security related modules that the first author taught
at the UoL/LOE, while other modules are out of scope. The
modules discussed in this paper are CKIT-530: Cyber Crime
Prevention and Protection, CKIT-511: Security Engineering
and Compliance, and CKIT-519: Cyber Forensics.
The first author of this paper joined the program in December 2009 till now. Over the years, the program has evolved a
couple of times keeping some of its fundamental foundations
such as the week structure and the learning management
system (LMS). The LMS used is Blackboard (BB) and each
module is structured in 8-10 weeks cycles. For an intake
module, it is ten weeks and for a regular module, it is 8 weeks.
The different components of our online module are depicted
in figure 1 which will be discussed throughout this paper.
It is worth noting that a week cycle starts on Thursday
every week and ends on the next Wednesday, where there
are mainly 3 assessment items. Firstly, the initial Discussion
Question (DQ) answer, which is mainly a discussion question
that is released before the beginning of the week where the
students have to research a topic and compile an answer. The
submission deadline of the initial DQ answer is on Sunday
midnight. This simply means the students would have 4 days
of studying the topic and going through the provided resources
before compiling their initial DQ answers. Secondly, the
Follow-ups which are posts students have to send in an online
forum discussing ideas raised from the initial DQ answer.
The required number of posts is 3 to 5 ‘substantial‘ posts in
each DQ on at least 3 different days of the week cycle. This
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As discussed before, it is a challenging task to design casestudy-based computer security projects for distance learners
[51] especially when specific infrastructure is required such
as virtual laboratories [2] for CKIT-530 and CKIT-519 which
needs to fit certain learning scenarios as discussed by Haag et.
al (2019) in [52]. Besides, the ability to evaluate the student’s
intended learning objectives fairly is overtly important. This
encompasses the need for validation that previous students’
work has not been leaked to the new cohort. The challenge
is in designing case studies where their answers can not be
easily shared online. Thus, data-sets such as those developed
by NIST CFReDS ProjectNIST2019 do not fit summative
assessment models. The solution sheet for an instructor created
case study could be easily shared between different cohorts,
making it hard to assess the actual students’ technical ability.
It is important to identify and act upon academic integrity
breaches (i.e. identify whether an answer is genuine or copied
from an old student’s work) [53]. The standard practice in
online and face-to-face classes is to use a software system to
detect similarity such as TurnItIn or MOSS [54]. Our observation is that TurnItIn is, however, helpless when screenshots are
embedded in the answer, and this view is shared by [55]. For
example, answers of a digital investigation case study could
include quite a few screenshots (i.e. evidence pieces and the
used tools).
The teaching staff for Cyber-security related modules have
come up with an idea that combines case study-based teaching
(i.e. or capstone projects) with the peer assessment methodology to serve the following objectives:
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Fig. 1. A module Structure and Feedback Loop
TABLE I
CKIT-530: A SSESSMENT G RID
Week

1

2

3

4

Initial DQs and
Follow-ups

X X
5% 5%

Individual Assignments

X X
X 5% 10% 5%

Group Project

-

-

Number of Assessments

2

2

5

X X(2) X
5% 10% 5%

2

-

6

7

8

Weight

X(2) X
X 50%
10% 10% 5%
-

-

⇒∗

X
⇒∗
10%

X
10%

2

2

2

2

X 30%
10%
20%
2

16
%100

⇒∗ : starts on the current week and is due the next one.

is the main attendance requirement of the module. Thirdly,
the Hand in Assignment (HIA). There is another assessment
item which replaces the HIA at the last week (i.e. or weeks)
of the module, which is the end of the module project (i.e.
sometimes called group project). It is worth noting that for an 8
weeks module, there are at most 18 assessment points that are
distributed evenly, based on the complexity, not the number of
submissions as one can see in the sample assessment grid for
the Cyber Crime Prevention and Protection module in Table
I.
Since this is a reflection paper and not a research project, no
ethical approval is needed [31]. None of the students’ feedback
is quoted in this paper; however, as highlighted before, the
students’ feedback has impacted the authors’ reflections. Each
instructor is required to respond to a Faculty Feedback request
that requires responses to the following academic items such
as grades, class performance, and academic integrity incidents.
As depicted in figure 1, after the end of the module, a senior
faculty member carries out the moderation process which
includes assessing the delivery of Learning Objectives, the
application of Policies and Procedures, the maintenance of
academic standards, Any issues identified in Student Feedback.

1) Meeting the feedback deadline for all end of the module
projects which is three days after the submission of the
work.
2) Minimising the possibility of Googling the answers
online.
3) Benefiting from the diverse expertise and background of
our students to create a rich pool of case studies that are
different for each run of the module.
4) Enabling teaching staff with little experience in teaching
cyber-security to cover/teach such courses when needed.
The teaching team attempted a new strategy for the end of
the module project where the students are placed into arbitrary
groups. Each group is required to design a case study along
with its solution sheet. The former is shared with the class
while the solution sheet is shared with the teaching staff for
verification. Then, each group is required to work on another
group’s case study. For example, the students in CKIT-519
are asked to create a bit-by-bit disk image of a scenario of
their choice and to share the disk image with other groups
to investigate. In this way, we combine the benefits of case
study-based projects and peer-assessment while avoiding the
problems of the latter since the teaching staff does the actual
assessment with the help of the solution sheets provided by
groups.
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120%
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*: Modules with traditional case studies
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Fig. 2. Student’s Retention and Completion: Traditional vs Innovative Method

The teaching staff observed a challenge in this way of
implementing the new case study projects. In some case studies where the students are to build a deliberately vulnerable
system for other groups to ethically hack, the vulnerable
system needs to be up and running 24/7 during the project time
for others to probe. Without utilising services such as Amazon
AWS and alike services that are pre-loaded with the required
tools (i.e. web-server), it is a stretching task for the students to
implement/deploy the vulnerable systems and keep it running
on their local machines all time. This observation is supported
by the responses of the students at the end of the module

Grade Distribution
0.5

Average Percentage

Our experience with this technique is positive as supported
by the Module Report that includes auditing data, faculty
feedback, and student satisfaction. About 50% of CKIT-530
module runs shows fewer occurrences of academic integrity
incidents compared to previously taught classes. The same
percentage was reported for CKIT-519. It is worth noting
that, theoretically, the implementation of the new case study
technique is not collusion-free. Two student groups could
collude and share the answers for the two case studies they
are working on. For example, GroupA designed a case study
for GroupB to investigate while investigating (i.e. GroupA )
GroupB ’s case study. Both groups could collude and exchange
answers to the case studies or solution pointers as, for example,
where to find the hidden information in a disk image as part
of a digital forensics investigation process. In such a situation,
group discussion history can be used to establish whether the
answer was incremental or done all at once (i.e. plagiarised).
An interesting observation is that the student’s retention
and completion rates as seen in Figure 2 are outperforming
(i.e. Good/Excellent in terms of our UoL/LOE KPIs) those
modules that did not implement the new case study projects.
It is worth noting that ’completion’ status of a student in a
course is when the student did not drop out before the end of
Week two of the module. After implementing the innovative
method of designing case studies, the overall student’s grades
saw an increase and the number of failed and marginally failed
students decreased (i.e. as seen in Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Student’s Grade Distribution: Traditional vs Innovative Method

satisfaction survey where quite often than not, they require
to be given access to university created AWS instances. One
of the teaching staff acknowledged the problem and recorded
in the Faculty Feedback form that “We may go for AWS for
this project but as I discussed with [..] and [..], we need to
consider the legal obligations of running pen tests on AWS”.
It is worth noting that AWS requires approval before network
stress testing and denial of service simulation 3 . The same
issue has been observed by a senior academic staff member
during the moderation process.
V. C ONCLUSION
Designing a case study project that serves as a small
capstone project for online courses is challenging due to many
reasons. Using the students to design the case studies could
potentially decrease plagiarised answers, enrich the project
selection pool, enable teaching staff with little experience in
cyber-security to cover or teach modules when needed, and
support meeting the feedback deadlines. Our experience with
this innovative way of implementing case study projects is
positive since it decreased the number of academic integrity
breaches, increased the retention and completion rates, increased the success rate and hence decreased the fail one. It
is worth noting that, the new method does not eliminate the
possibility of collusion amongst groups from the same cohort,
which could be solved by verifying the group’s chat history is
sound, which the teaching team has employed. At the moment,
this way of designing module projects puts the students at the
centre of the education process allowing more collaboration
across different groups. Our observation is that the instructions
for such group work need to be clear as some issues regarding
the clarity of the instructions have been raised in the student
satisfaction surveys. It is worth noting that, this innovative
way of designing case-study-based projects for online courses
could be generalised to any computing courses (i.e. further
research is needed to investigate how would such practices
be reused in other STEM subjects). It would be interesting to
investigate how well students perform in a standard face-toface class though, which requires further research.
3 https://aws.amazon.com/security/penetration-testing/

accessed 07.04.2020

An observation is there is no significant difference when
forming the groups randomly or based on time zones. The
issue has been acknowledged in one of the modules’ moderation process where the senior faculty running the moderation
process said, “One interesting comment on time zones: Eastern
Standard Time has no daylight saving, hence submission timestamp is one-hour off. [The] Student needed to indicate to
tutor”. The teaching team have had no major issues in the
last ten years for group members who are geographically
dispersed. We are seeing potential gain within groups with
various time zones and/or backgrounds/skills [31]. Different
time zones provide continuity of work in a way that a group
member could post his/her contribution overnight to another
group member who will be working on it on the evening of
the same day due to time difference. In this way, there is
always someone who is working on the project. We acknowledge, however, the challenge this may impose to synchronous
communication (i.e. online meetings).
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